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Unreal Engine Blueprint Game Developer
by Asadullah Alam
English | 20 July 2023 | ISBN: N/A | ASIN: B0CCHF4NSG | 386 Pages | PDF | 100 MB

"Unreal Engine Blueprint Game Developer" is the ultimate guide for aspiring game developers who want to create video games using the powerful visual scripting system known as Blueprints in Unreal Engine 4. Whether you're a complete beginner or an experienced developer looking to transition into visual scripting, this book offers a step-by-step approach to building your own games without the need for traditional coding.

Discover the Power of Blueprints:
In this comprehensive guide, you'll explore the world of visual scripting with Unreal Engine 4, from the basics of installation to creating fully functional and immersive games. No prior experience with game development or programming is required, making this book perfect for beginners looking to unleash their creativity and share their games with friends and the world.

Master Game Development Techniques:
Throughout the book, you'll be guided through each chapter, building two complete games from scratch. Starting with the quick and exciting "Marble Run" game, you'll gain hands-on experience with Blueprint introduction, applying physics to static meshes, and working with event ticks and input axis events. As your skills progress, you'll move on to developing the captivating "Crystal Cavern" game, where you'll delve into more advanced topics such as AI wave spawning, animation blueprints, and handling player and AI character death.

What You'll Learn:
Create simple, complete games to share with friends and the gaming community.
Develop using the intuitive Unreal Engine 4 editor and interface.
Learn to program and build complex mechanics using Blueprints without writing code.
Model basic levels using BSP geometry and apply stunning lighting effects.
Master AI navigation and wave spawning to challenge players with dynamic enemy encounters.
Enhance your games with polished animations, input switching, and impact hits.
Package your creations into playable game projects for distribution.

Why Choose This Book:
"Unreal Engine Blueprint Game Developer" stands out as a comprehensive and hands-on learning experience. Each chapter provides clear instructions and fully completed code scripts, ensuring you have the best possible values for your game development journey. Whether you're an individual looking to enter the world of game development, an aspiring developer seeking to expand your skills, or a student eager to bring your creative visions to life, this book is your gateway to becoming a proficient game developer with Unreal Engine 4 and Blueprints.

Unlock the potential of visual scripting and embark on an exciting journey of game development today! Your dreams of creating captivating and immersive video games are just a few clicks away. Let your creativity run wild, and start developing games with Unreal Engine Blueprint today!
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